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Violence and crime prevention work is one of
MANEO’s core tasks. Exclusion and abuse of homosexuals exists, and there are causes. They contribute to
a large ‘dark field’ of unreported crime that is perpetrated against LGBT* people.

Our work is based on a comprehensive, four-level approach. The first level consists of general social education
work, which includes pointing out that exclusion and
violence against homosexuals and transsexuals exist
in and beyond our society. The second leven focuses
more specifically on the Berlin region, dealing with the
particular circumstances in the city and carrying out
local prevention work. On level three, we pay attention to Berlin’s various LGBT* scenes, seek contacts and
support for crime-prevention campaigns and disseminate information about our various support services.
And finally, on level four, we set out to talk to people
directly, reaching out to them in their individuality. This
approach is described in the handout.

Violence and crime prevention work is
one of MANEO’s core tasks. It consists
of four levels, as described below:
Level 1: Our work involves general social education

activities that we use to point out that discrimination
and marginalisation of homosexuals and homosexuality
exist, and that homophobic abuse is directed at people in our society who are either gay, bisexual, lesbian
or trans* – or are deemed to be such. The educational
work is intended to create awareness that this abuse
has causes that must be tackled on a society-wide basis.

Level 2: Our crime prevention work at the local le-

vel is aimed at people who live in Berlin or are staying
in the city. MANEO is funded by the Berlin Senate and
therefore works only in the state of Berlin. The initiatives, campaigns and events that MANEO has started
engage prosecution authorities and other key players
in Berlin in the strengthening of emancipation, social
diversity, democracy and tolerance.

Level 3: MANEO pays attention to the various LGBT*

scenes used mainly by gay men, male bisexuals and
their friends and relatives. They are alerted to dangers,
encouraged to show solidarity and given information
about our support services in the event that either they
or the people around them are subjected to homophobic discrimination and abuse.

Level 4: We speak to gay men and male bisexuals in

their full diversity. Regardless of their sexual orientation,
their socio-cultural development has usually taken a different course. They have varying education levels and
each person’s previous experience is different, as is the
burden of previous discrimination, exclusion and abuse
they carry. We talk to these people in their individuality
so that they can take care of themselves, and we tell
them about the opportunities for individual counselling
and support that we offer.
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General Social
Education Work

Berlin, 18/6/2016 – Commemorative event and illumination
of the Brandenburg Gate in rainbow colours following the
12/6/2016 attack on the Pulse nightclub in Orlando in
which 49 people were murdered.
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The MANEO documentation Violence against Gays, Documentation, ‘Gays and Police’ was
produced in 1992 after the first meeting of police liaison officers and representatives of
gay anti-violence projects.

Berlin, 17/5/2016 – The Director of MANEO Bastian Finke voices criticism of police behaviour
in Germany during the Tagesschau news programme, arguing that not enough was being done
against homophobia and trans*phobia. After 25 years, Berlin is still the only federal state in
Germany with full-time LGBT* contact persons at the local police force, Public Prosecutor’s Office
and the Federal Police Directorate. No other federal state is showing that it is serious about fighting
prejudice-motivated crime against LGBT* people.

1. General Social Education Work
MANEO has been engaged in increasing social awareness of homophobia and hate crime since 1990. Our
work is mainly about making it clear that exclusion,
discrimination and violence against homosexuals
exists and that a society-wide approach is needed in
order to crack down on marginalising structures as
well as discrimination and abuse. Clear positioning
against all forms of trivialisation is necessary.
Relevant knowledge was scarce in Germany at the
end of the 1980s/beginning of the 1990s, and there
was barely any political or social willingness to take
up homophobia as a serious, society-wide challenge.
The AIDS crisis at the end of the 1980s threatened to
nip liberal hopes in the bud. There was a lack of information about the scale of marginalisation and violence
against LGBT* people, especially facts and figures that
could be used outline the need for action and move politicians to address the topic. The foundations needed
to be developed first.
The launch of Berlin’s Gay Anti-violence Hotline, the forerunner of MANEO, meant that figures and knowledge
were ascertained relatively quickly, at least for the city,
by the former Department for Same-sex Lifestyles at the
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The first logo for the Gay Anti-Violence Hotline Berlin, developed in 1992.

Berlin, 25/8/2007 – MANEO called on people to join the Nein zu Krawall-Rap! (No to Riot-Rap!)
demo against Bushido at the BROAVO concert at the Brandenburg Gate on 25/8/2007. The socalled ‘anti-violence event’ organised by the youth magazine BRAVO and the music station VIVA
had already been heavily condemned by the Executive Committee of the Central Council of Jews.

Berlin Senate Administration for Education, Youth
and Sport. This was achieved under modest funding
conditions and with major voluntary effort. There
was then a lack of comparison and professional
exchange at the national and international levels,
however, not only regarding practical work but also
in terms of preventative measures. Although the
Gay Anti-violence Hotline had become the model
for the numerous mainly voluntary initiatives and
projects that were established across Germany
at the start of the 1990s, these lacked practical
experience and results. There was also a lack of
structure and working methods. Gatherings and
networks – for example the meetings funded by
the national German AIDS association (DAH) in
Waldschlösschen – therefore remained stuck in
discussions of principles.
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Germany-wide engagement
Only a few projects were based on the MANEO model,
which at that time was conducting pioneering work across
the whole spectrum and already in 1991 required greater
structure, professionalisation and specialisation in its victim
support work, its recording of violence and its violence prevention work. As far as its practical work was concerned,
MANEO sought professional exchange with a few initiatives,
including the Gay Anti-violence Hotline in Cologne, Sub in
Munich and Unbeatable in Frankfurt, as well as internationally. Networking efforts collapsed, however, due to a lack
of financial support. There was some support from the Senate Administration in Berlin, which invited guests to two
events but pursued its own goals.
MANEO took a first step in May 1992 with the organisation
of a DAH-backed meeting of police liaison officers and anti-violence projects in Kassel. The guest list included temporary liaison officers from police authorities in the relevant
German states as well as representatives from anti-violence
projects. The seminar on the theme of Gays and the Police,
which took place at a time when Paragraph 175 of the German Criminal Code, which discriminated exclusively against
male homosexuality, was still in force, strove to dismantle
mutual prejudices and encourage networking.
MANEO then agreed to engage in regular networking
rounds with the gay anti-violence hotlines and anti-violence projects in Cologne, Munich and Frankfurt. These took
place for the next two years thanks to financial support
from the DAH. There was no response from lesbian organisations. The projects had to help themselves from then on.
It remained MANEO’s role to organise the meetings but it
ceased doing so due to a lack of any fresh impetus and its
own scarce resources.
Further steps were not made until 2006, 2007 and 2008 with
the organisation of three MANEO conferences and the development of a list of demands. MANEO received funding
for its Tolerance Campaign from the German Class Lottery
Foundation (DKLB). This funding also made it possible for
MANEO to conduct two high profile and highly commended
surveys among gay and bisexual men across Germany about
their experience of homophobic abuse. The surveys, which
remain the biggest to be carried out in Germany among this
target group, brought significant results to light in all regions.
The figures and information alone revealed the heavy burden
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Berlin, 6/9/16 – Kein Morden im Namen Gottes (No Killing in the Name of God) – a vigil in front
of the Brandenburg Gate – for human rights, and against religious fanaticism, with member of
the MANEO advisory board and event organiser Seyran Ateş (1st from right), Lala Süsskind
(2nd from right) and Director of MANEO Bastian Finke (2nd from left).

of abuse experienced by gay men and male bisexuals and also documented the large ‘dark field’
of unreported crime in the target group, particularly in the young persons age group. The results
supported the investigations commissioned by
the German Federal Centre for Health Education
(the ‘Bochow Studies’), which looked at gay men’s
sexual behaviour, in particular safer-sex practices.
The MANEO surveys also set the standard for the
2012 LGBT* survey conducted by EU Agency for
Fundamental Rights (FRA).
MANEO became a member of the Working Group
of Victim Support in Germany at the start of the
1990s and sought networking, fresh impetus and
increased specialisation in the field of professional
victim support work. It became clear that there was
a correlation between the lack of public attention
towards homophobia and prejudice-motivated crime against gay men and male bisexuals on the one
hand and basic social ignorance regarding male
victims of violence on the other. In order to focus
more closely on this problem, MANEO organised
a specialist conference on the theme of Men as
Victims of Violence with the Working Group of
Victim Support in Germany. The event took place in 2000 and the results were published in a
MANEO document.

International exchange
The international exchange sought by MANEO began as part of the Lesbian and Gay Street Festival,
which was initiated by Bastian Finke in 1993 and
co-ordinated by MANEO from 1993 to 1998. The
first City Festival Forum was organised in 1998 with
international guests including several members of
the Polish parliament and the Irish Senator David
Norris. Return invitations to Poland followed, as
did the first contact with Paris.
The MANEO Tolerance Campaign, which was financed by lottery funding, made it possible for the
project to organise three international workshops
in Berlin – in 2006, 2007 and 2008 – on the theme
of Homophobia and Hate Crime. Guests included
representatives from LGBT* projects and police
authorities in Germany and Europe. Some 150200 specialists, academics, and representatives
from police forces, anti-violence projects and the
political world discussed experiences and set new
goals. Thanks to further lottery funding received
in 2010-2011 for the MANEO Violence Prevention
Campaign: Berlin Alliance against Homophobia
and Violence, the project was able to organise an
international conference on the theme of Building
a Queer and Tolerant Neighbourhood in the winter of 2011. The conference took place under the
patronage of the Governing Mayor of Berlin and
was supported by the Berlin Senate Chancellery.
Around 120 experts from around the world discussed developments and experiences in relation to
the ‘rainbow neighbourhoods’ that exist in all big
cities in democratic societies. The conference produced key impetus for the Rainbow Cities network
that Berlin then also joined.
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Moscow, 26/5/2011 – The MANEO cuddly bear – kissed 1,000 times by Berliners
– also travelled to Moscow from 24-28/5/2011 for the celebrations marking the 20th
anniversary of the Berlin-Moscow twinning partnership. Small cuddly bears, seen here
in Red Square in front of Saint Basil’s Cathedral, accompanied the MANEO bear, Berlin’s
Ambassador for Tolerance and Diversity.

Berlin, 26/6/2004 – Special award from Berlin CSD 2004 to the organisers of Warsaw CSD
(Parada Równości) Robert Biedron and Tomasz Baczkowski from the KPH - Kampania Przeciw
Homofobii (Campaign Against Homophobia). Photo (from left to right): Klaus Wowereit,
Governing Mayor of Berlin, Robert Biedron, Campaign Against Homophobia, Bastian Finke,
MANEO, and Tomasz Baczkowski, Campaign Against Homophobia.

Tel Aviv, 12/6/2011 – An 18-strong delegation from Berlin and Cologne, including a crossparty delegation from the Berlin House of Representatives, travelled to Tel Aviv under
MANEO’s direction from 6-13/6/2011. The eight-day trip took place as part of the Rainbow
Bridge and was a return visit following MANEO’s invitation to young people to visit Berlin
the previous year. The young guests had survived the 2009 attack on a youth club organised
by the LGBT* organisation Agudah in Tel Aviv. Two people were shot in the attack and 13
injured, some of them seriously. Group meeting in Agudah’s Bar Noir in Tel Aviv.

Berlin, 22/11/2008 – Hearing with the Green Party in the German Parliament. Pictured (from left to right)
are Volker Beck (MP), then human rights spokesman for the Alliance 90/The Greens parliamentary
group, Bastian Finke, Director of MANEO, and Wolfgang Wieland (MP), then speaker for domestic
security for the Alliance 90/The Greens parliamentary group.

Impetus for MANEO’s work
Specialist exchange with national and international projects and organisations helped to
incorporate a great deal of the practical experience gathered by anti-violence projects into
MANEO’s work, but above all their knowledge
and results that could be used in the necessary
society-wide educational work. Facts, figures and
knowledge play a key role in taking this work
forward as does communication to convey and
spread this information.
As a result of the decline in the engagement of
gay-lesbian and LGBT* anti-violence projects
in other German regions, including in the gathering and communication of facts and figures,
MANEO started to strengthen its network and
exchange activities with organisations outside
of Germany. MANEO was able to observe innovative developments and impulses in various
organisations that it could use in its work. The
exchange of experience was boosted in numerous information and study trips undertaken by
MANEO counsellors in various European cities
as well as in Israel and the USA. International
experience of victim support work, the recording of crime, and violence and crime prevention work has helped MANEO to develop its
professional project work further and provide
impetus in society-wide discussions.
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Berlin, 7/5/2006 – Press conference after the MANEO Workshop 1 event at Schöneberg
Town Hall. Pictured (from left to right) are Bastian Finke, Director of MANEO, Flanan
Obé, President of SOS homophobie (France), Piotr Gadzinowski, member of the Sejm
(Poland), and Jan Feddersen, host.

MANEO formulated concrete demands for
politicians during the international MANEO
Workshop 3 in 2008. The list was expanded
a short time later:
The criminal prosecution authorities in each federal state
must appoint full-time liaison officers for LGBT* affairs in
order to be able to have both an inward and outward impact;
liaison offers should also be appointed in federal states’ criminal
investigation departments and public prosecution offices.
Training and further training in sexual diversity, the recognition
and recording of homophobic and trans*phobic hate crime,
internal reporting channels, etc. must become a standard element
in the training curricula at police forces and in the judiciary.
LGBT* anti-violence projects must be awarded adequate
public funding in order to be able to carry out specialist, qualified
work in the areas of victim support, the recording of crime, and
violence and crime prevention; each federal state needs at least
one LGBT* anti-violence project for each metropolitan area.
The recognition and recording of prejudice-motivated
abuse, including against LGBT* people, is a task for the
police, the academic world and politicians. The goal must be
root cause analysis and combating hate crime via criminal law
and violence-prevention measures. Surveys and investigations,
including on homophobic and trans*phobic abuse, must be
conducted regularly.
Schools must become safe havens that enforce a zerotolerance policy on abuse. All pupils must be taught tolerance
of sexual diversity.

Educational and Violence
Prevention Work in Berlin
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Berlin, 4/5/16 - The President of Berlin Police Klaus Kandt (centre) cuts the Kiss Kiss Berlin – Rainbow Cake at Police Directorate 4 in the presence
of police officers from a mobile squad. Photo © MANEO. Also present were Jürgen Gangl, General Manager of the Park Inn hotel at Berlin
Alexanderplatz, Antje Kaltofen, Sales Director, Detlef Brenner, Head of Police Directorate 4, Uwe Berndt, Head of Police Station 41, Maria
Tischbier, the LGBT* liaison officer at Berlin Police, Joshua Bohling, the LGBT* liaison officer at the Berlin branch of the Federal Police, Tom
Schreiber MP (SPD), Bastian Finke, Director of MANEO, and other police officers from Directorate 4.

2. Educational and
Violence Prevention
Work in Berlin
MANEO’s approach to violence prevention
work emerged from the operating agency
Mann-O-Meter’s original self-help idea,
namely to inform and counsel those affected, and from the basic HIV-prevention
idea developed with the former Health
Minister Rita Süssmuth: emancipation is
the best prevention. MANEO moved away
from the self-help approach in 1992 and
began to specialise and professionalise
its victim support, violence prevention
and networking activities.
In its violence prevention work at the start
of the 1990s, MANEO operated at the local
level and on new ground. The process of
reunification of East and West Berlin at the
start of the 1990s created unclear structures
for a time and there were changing contact
persons on the scenes with experiences
of different systems. Communication was
difficult to organise, one of the reasons
being that money to promote networking
activities was not made available. In the
1990s, the role played by the Internet and
social media was still too marginal.
Lack of network structures –
lack of attention
More than just a lack of relevant networking rounds, even existing network rounds
– for example in prevention councils or
quarter management – lacked attention
and interest, despite the fact the theme
had already been recognised in Schöneberg by the then District Mayor Dr Elisabeth Ziemer. MANEO therefore started to
develop and expand networking rounds,
for example by addressing those companies that helped to shape and influence
the scene cultures in Berlin and bring them
together in discussions. Berlin-based initiatives, campaigns and events focusing
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on educational and emancipation work,
violence prevention and empowerment
were developed, initiated and also communicated in direct contact with these
companies. With their help, we were able
to reach the LGBT* target group and increase its visibility. Its presence at the start
of the 1990s was rather modest compared
to today. The CSD event in 1993, which
was also the Europride event, attracted
some 10,000 participants while the first
Lesbian and Gay Street Festival in 1993
attracted 20,000 participants. This mobilisation gave rise to a new alliance, the
support of which established MANEOs
prevention work in Berlin.
Dialogue with the police
MANEO started its dialogue with Berlin Police in 1990. It was difficult, as the
reaction to such a dialogue on politically active LGBT* scenes initially ranged
from distrust to hostility. The history of
persecution of homosexual men under Paragraph 175 of the Criminal Code, which
was still in force at the time, continued
to create distrust of criminal prosecution
authorities and public institutions due to
the lack of self-criticism and insufficient
reconditioning on the part of public authorities. In addition, the liaison officer for
“same-sex lifestyles” who was appointed
at Berlin Police in 1990 initially proved to
be ineffective while the dialogue that had
begun was damaged by police measures
and even had to be interrupted at short
notice. The situation didn’t change – and
even then only slowly – until the role of
liaison officer became a full-time position
with transparent duties. A key contribution to this was the continuous, critical
dialogue that MANEO conducted with
Berlin Police about its work. The various
violence prevention campaigns, initiatives and measures had helped to open
doors to the LGBT* scenes and conduct
trust-building work.

Berlin, 25/6/2008 – The rainbow flag was raised for the
first time in front of Berlin Police HQ, accompanied by
Police President Dieter Glietsch (2002-2011).

Berlin, 3/5/2013 – Presentation of Berlin Police’s Certificate
of Entry to the Berlin Tolerance Alliance (BTA), organised by
MANEO. Pictured (from left to right) are Public Prosecutor
Adrian Voigt, Senior Public Prosecutor Ines Karl (LGBT*
liaison officer at Berlin’s Public Prosecutor’s Office), Stefan
Evers (MP, CDU), Margarete Koppers (Vice-president of
Berlin Police), Klaus Kandt (President of Berlin Police), Maria
Tischbier (LGBT* liaison officer at Berlin Police), Johannes
Happel (from the Central Crime Prevention Unit at Berlin’s
Criminal Investigation Department) and Bastian Finke
(Director of MANEO).

Berlin, July 2007 – Education work in the cruising area around the Märchenbrunnen fountain in Volkspark
Friedrichshain, together with outreach workers from MANEO and Berlin Police.

Berlin, 22/2/2017 – MANEO holds regular specialist discussions on neighbourhood-based
crime prevention involving representatives from MANEO, Berlin Police, the local authority
and businesses in the rainbow neighbourhood.

Neighbourhood-based crime prevention
In order to boost regional prevention work in neighbourhoods,
precisely where LGBT* scene locations such as bars,
restaurants and clubs are situated, MANEO regularly
invited ‘multipliers’ and the police to discussion rounds
under the heading of District Security. The aim was to
find out about incidents, campaigns and measures, and to
promote community policing to reinforce neighbourhoodbased crime prevention. In its capacity as a specialist unit,
MANEO was also invited by policymakers to discussion
rounds (round tables) to help with local problems that
developed as a result of cruising in Wilmersdorf, Volkspark
Friedrichshain or the Tiergarten, for example. MANEO
therefore carried out key local and urban crime-prevention
work, and it continues to do so as it isn’t conducted by
the usual prevention councils or bodies, either because
they weren’t or aren’t active in these areas, or because
the problem area of homophobic and trans*phobic crime
is too specific. Success in this area requires specialist
knowledge from anti-violence projects, police LGBT*
liaison officers and people involved in the scenes. In
2013, MANEO established a regular meeting involving
the LGBT* liaison officers at Berlin Police, the State
Protection Office, the Berlin Department of the German
Federal Police and the public prosecutor’s office.
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Berlin, May 2015 – Training work in the regional police school in Berlin, together with the
LGBT* liaison officers at Berlin Police and the Public Prosecutor’s Office, and MANEO.

Berlin, 16/2/2014 – Press conference at Hertha BSC. The social spots Not Funny and Wolle und Stulle, which were developed
by Hertha BSC, the German Film and Television Academy in Berlin (dffb) and MANEO, celebrated their premiere at the football
league match between Hertha BSC and VfL Wolfsburg on 16/2/2014 at the Olympic Stadium in Berlin. Pictured (from left to
right) are Peter Bohmbach (Press Officer for Hertha BSC), Katharina Tebroke (dffb), Thorsten Manske (Vice-president of Hertha
BSC) and Bastian Finke, Director of MANEO.

Berlin, 18/5/2011 – A photo of the MANEO Kiss-in campaign was published on
the front page of the Tagesspiegel newspaper the day after the International
Day Against Homophobia and Trans*phobia. Pictured is one of MANEO’s
‘night-flight stewards’ kissing the “I Kiss Kiss Berlin” postcard.

Education, information, training
MANEO organises regular information and discussion
events with multipliers in order to inform them of risks
and dangers and to close information gaps about the
work of the police and criminal prosecution authorities.
These events include the ‘collegial counselling’ of
employees from psychosocial counselling centres,
informing them of our work, experiences and violence
prevention methods, as well as specialist information
events for multipliers.
Since 1999, MANEO has also been an integral part
of training at Berlin Police. Counsellors teach young
police cadets from the Berlin Police Academy (formerly
the Berlin State Police School) for the Higher Police
Service at the Berlin School of Economics and Law
(HWR). MANEO uses these teaching units to inform
students about the diversity of LGBT* scenes in
Berlin, about historical developments and changing
structures, about fears and reservations vis-à-vis
the police, and finally about MANEO’s actual work
and practical support services. From 2011 to 2013,
MANEO trained more than 1,000 Berlin police officers
in interface roles. State Protection officers have also
taken part in MANEO’s further training sessions.
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Berlin, 23/1/2009 – Demonstration against homophobic abuse and violence
in the rainbow neighbourhood.

Berlin, 6/12/2013 – Angelika Schöttler, District Mayor of Tempelhof-Schöneberg, welcomes the new
illumination of Nollendorfplatz underground station in rainbow colours.
Photo: Klaus Huber-Abendroth, © Pink Schöneberg.

Concerted action and gay-straight alliances
MANEO launched a ‘concerted campaign’ with several
companies in 1992 in order to organise a street festival.
The aim was to win back the trust in the dialogue with
the police that had been lost in 1991 and to mobilise
LGBT* scenes for violence prevention work. The idea
was met with support and other encouragement. By the
time of the second street festival in 1994, the alliance
had grown to more than 40 companies, including those that weren’t part of the spectrum of LGBT* scenes.
At the same time, supported by the street festival, the
Concerted Action of the Lesbian-Gay Economy in Berlin
(KAB) was able to re-launch the CSD event, which had
gone bankrupt in 1993, and lead it through the Brandenburg Gate for the first time in 1994. The magazine Flagge
Zeigen (Fly the Flag), which provided information for
the city and mobilised support, could also be financed.
Other action included the U2 Campaign, which highlighted the network of LGBT* scenes in the East and
West of Berlin, and the Rainbow Neighbourhood Lights
initiative. MANEO stopped organising the Lesbian and
Gay Street Festival in 1998 when the number of visitors had reached more than 350,000. The development
of the project had been successful and it could now be
continued by the hosts themselves.
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Berlin, June 1996 – Interview with the initiator and chief co-ordinator of the Lesbian and
Gay Street Festival (1992-1998) in the Flagge Zeigen-magazine.

Awareness campaigns
Experience coupled with the mobilisation of the LGBT* scenes in Berlin meant that MANEO could strengthen its violence
prevention work in other areas. Contact with alliance partners
was continued and new goals were set. The significance of the
Internet grew at the end of the 1990s. The first contact was
made with portal providers in order to publish violence-prevention information here, too, as well as to and reach out to
users. In 2001, MANEO started to develop its own homepage,
to send its first MANEO News bulletin and to develop a contact network via the Internet.
During the visit of the initiator of the International Day Against
Homophobia Dr George Luis Tin to the first MANEO Workshop
in 2006 and the foundation of the Berlin Alliance, MANEO
started promoting the International Day Against Homophobia
and developing the Kiss Kiss Berlin campaign, which has since
been run every year in Berlin between the International Day
Against Racism (March 21) and the International Day Against
Homophobia and Trans*phobia (May 17). Following the submission of the 2008 concept for a Berlin Alliance Against Homophobia, which was approved by the Lottery Foundation in
2009, MANEO developed its concerted action idea further and
established the Berlin Tolerance Alliance (BTB), which today
has more than 130 members.

Berlin, 8/6/2006 – The Governing Mayor of Berlin Klaus Wowereit and MANEO Director Bastian Finke present
the new MANEO poster against homophobia in football at the World Cup in Germany in 2006. “Haust Du dafür
Deinem Lieblingsspieler auch eins aufs Maul?” (Would you smack your favourite player in the mouth for it, too?)

MANEO also sought a new form of a gay-straight alliance in which LGBT* and heterosexual people take a
joint and visible stance in favour of social tolerance and
diversity, and against homophobia and hate crime. Finally, the name ‘rainbow neighbourhood’ was developed
by the District Vision 2020 think-tank, which was established by MANEO to initiate new measures for the
region, for example the lighting up of the dome above
Nollendorfplatz U-Bahn station in rainbow colours, an
initiative that has since been funded by the Pink Schöneberg association, as well as historical documentation
and the educational ‘neighbourhood walks’.
Alliances have also been established in sport, including: a campaign MANEO launched in 2006 to tackle
homophobia in football; support for the joint declaration against homophobia in football in 2007; the presentation of the Tolerantia Awards to Philip Lahm, Theo
Zwanziger and Tanja Walther-Ahrens in 2008; the entry
of Hertha BSC into the Berlin Tolerance Alliance; the
development of a social spot against homophobia in
football with Hertha BSC in 2014; and the development
of a festival with the sports association Vorspiel in 2015
under the motto Setz ein Zeichen (Take a Stance) to fulfil
the requirements of the Sports Badge, which was then
honoured with the Berlin Sport Future Prize.
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Düsseldorf, 7/9/2008 – Presentation of the 2008 Tolerantia Awards to the winners at the
LTU Arena in Düsseldorf. Pictured (from left to right) are Dr. Theo Zwanziger, Tanja Walther
and Philipp Lahm with MANEO Director Bastian Finke.

Our local violence and crime prevention
work includes the promotion and support of:
Local violence and crime prevention work relating to homophobia and trans*phobia as well as homophobic and
trans*phobic hate crime;
A ‘trialogue’ between the police, judiciary and anti-violence projects that is conducted as a regular meeting of LGBT*
liaison officers at Berlin Police, the Berlin Department of the
German Federal Police, State Protection and the Berlin public prosecutor’s office on the one hand, and MANEO and
L-Support on the other; it involves an exchange of new cases
and experiences, prevention measures, etc.
Regional discussion rounds conducted as forums for the
neighbourhood-based crime prevention work initiated by
MANEO in various neighbourhoods in Schöneberg, Kreuzberg, Friedrichshain and Prenzlauer Berg; includes quarter
management and district work;
Active networks and alliance work, e.g. the Berlin Tolerance Alliance’s gay-straight alliance, which promotes citywide
discussions and strengthens campaigns with increased visibility and empowerment.

Scene and Target
Group Outreach Work
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Berlin, 22/7/2006 – MANEO organised a float at the Berlin CSD 2006 under the motto
Homophobie ist heilbar (Homophobia is curable). The float is designed as an ambulance
with nurses and doctors on board to help people who suffer from this malignant illness.

Berlin, 10/4/2009 – MANEO counsellors in Berghain during the Kiss Kiss campaign
sharing information about homophobia and trans*phobia.

3. Scene and Target Group
Outreach Work
MANEO’s violence prevention work is focused on the various scenes and ranges of
scenes in Berlin and addresses gay men and
male bisexuals as its target group. MANEO
targets LGBT* scenes in situ, conducts outreach work, visits scene locations and meeting
points, and talks to users directly or invites people to take part in networking and
discussion rounds. The aim is to highlight
the various risk situations, to provide information about actual dangers and to make it
consistently clear that MANEO offers counselling and support, and can refer people to
specialist units. The most important thing
for us is that victims of discrimination and
crime have access to criminal prosecution
authorities and counselling services.
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Berlin, 17/5/2015 – Supported by Queer Amnesty International, a ‘kiss-in’ took place at Kottbusser Tor in
Berlin-Kreuzberg at 3.30pm. A kiss was chosen as a visible symbol against homophobia, trans*phobia and
hate crime, a substitute for the numerous attacks on LGBT* people that had taken place the previous year.
MANEO organises ‘kiss-ins’ every year at various locations in Berlin.

Diverse LGBT* scenes
Investigations into the ‘dark field’ of unreported crime
perpetrated against gay men and male bisexuals make it
clear that there is a correlation between LGBT* people’s
experiences of discrimination and marginalisation on the
one hand and their willingness to file criminal complaints
on the other. It isn’t just people who have grown up in
Berlin or under the various sociocultural conditions here
who are affected by this, but also people who visit Berlin as tourists, who come here to study or find work, or
who are refugees and asylum seekers and have reached
our city bringing with them their individual experiences
of marginalisation or even state persecution of LGBT*
people in their respective sociocultural circumstances.
Our outreach work targets people in Berlin’s various
LGBT* scenes. We encourage them to use our information and counselling services. Berlin’s LGBT* scenes, its
users and the overall scene offer are always changing
so we have to keep track of these movements and also
assess their development.

Berlin, 13/5/2016 – Pupils at Wilmersdorf Secondary School baked nine colourful rainbow cakes for the Kiss Kiss Berlin campaign.
The cakes were cut during the lunchtime break and handed out in return for donations.

Diverse risks
Dangers and risks can emerge from
visibility in public places in the form
of prejudice-motivated abuse, but
also from fake flirting and dating on
the Internet: people can be caught
in a deliberate trap and become
victims of prejudice-motivated attacks in conjunction with robbery,
for example. People who received
no positive support from their immediate social environment during
their coming-out phase may become
victims of knockout drops or involuntary drug consumption on the
various scenes in conjunction with
sexual abuse. People who are confronted with devaluing verbal abuse
and insults on account of their openly lived or concealed sexual identity
are also at risk, particularly if the
abuse experience is continuous and
associated with feelings of powerlessness on the part of victims. The
examples of risk situations outlined
here show that homophobic abuse
can occur in many different forms
and therefore requires equally diverse response strategies.
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Diverse approaches and offers
Our information and outreach work looks for diverse
ways and mean of addressing and reaching people.
We want to show that gay men and male bisexuals
can talk to us about incidents and experiences. If
victims can be encouraged in their wish to report
crimes, there is an opportunity to break cycles and
clear up crimes. This is ultimately the only way to
ensure that offenders are investigated, brought
out of anonymity and called to account. We support victims when lodging a criminal complaint and
are in constant dialogue with the police and public
prosecutor’s office, which sends a clear message of
solidarity to victims as well as a signal to offenders
that they face criminal prosecution and sanctions.
We also want to show that the democratic rules of
our freedom and plurality-based society are enforced.
We seek individual approaches with victims. Some
victims don’t want to report a crime, a decision we,
as a counselling centre, respect. It is for this reason that our reporting system offers people the opportunity to report an incident anonymously. Some
victims want defendants to deal with their crime,
however. Others even want to talk to them directly, which is why we offer alternatives to court processes, for example perpetrator-victim mediation or
other mediation services. MANEO is experienced in
this work, too.

The outreach team: MANEO’s ‘night-flight attendants’
MANEO takes its range of information to all the main LGBT*
events in Berlin. These include: the TEDDY AWARD during International Film Festival in February; the Ostertreffen at Easter;
events marking the International Day Against Homophobia and
Trans*phobia on May 17; the Lesbian and Gay Street Festival
in the rainbow neighbourhood; CSD in July; the park festival
in Friedrichshain in August; the Folsom festival in September;
and the HustlaBall in October. MANEO also organises at least
10 to 12 information stands every year at scene meeting points
such as in cruising areas, in front of bars, or in clubs and party
locations. MANEO is supported mainly by voluntary workers
and helpers.

Berlin, 13/1/2012 – MANEO’s outreach team ‘the night-flight stewards’ visit LGBT* scene
locations in Berlin, pictured here in SO36 in Berlin-Kreuzberg.

MANEO launched its own outreach team in 2010 called the ‘nightflight attendants’. Dressed as stewardesses with a PanAm look,
they visit clubs and events to share safety tips, make people
aware of dangers and tell them about MANEO’s counselling service. The team’s appearances at these places have always proved to be scene-relevant und appealing. No one feels disturbed
but is instead pleasantly surprised. Discussions develop quickly.
A performance was rehearsed in conjunction with the Friedrichstadt Palast and has already been presented many times.
In addition, a social spot that was filmed with the help of the
Deutsche Film- und Fernsehakademie Berlin (dffb) has already
been shown many times on the Berliner Fenster (Berlin underground’s TV service).

Violence prevention – measures needed for
scene-specific and target group-specific outreach
work:

Berlin, 13/1/2012 – MANEO’s outreach team ‘the night-flight stewards’ visit LGBT* scene
locations in Berlin, pictured here in SchwuZ in Berlin-Kreuzberg.

Theme-specific networking rounds (e.g. on the topic of blind
dates/Internet, tourism/hotels, refugees/accommodations) in
order to observe and discuss the diversity of scenes and developments
Theme-specific information material (offence-related/phenomenon-related) and its production and dissemination in at least
one other language (e.g. English);
Websites (homepage) and communication of information about
social media in texts, images and videos/films;
Straightforward, scene-based outreach work (e.g. information
stands, ‘night-flight attendants).
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Berlin, 13/1/2012 – MANEO’s outreach team ‘the night-flight stewards’ visit LGBT* scene
locations in Berlin, pictured here in Roses in Berlin-Kreuzberg.

Individual level
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The photo shows a gay couple kissing at Nollendorfplatz.
Abuse is regularly thrown at same-sex couples who kiss each other in public.

4. Individual level
We talk on a one-to-one basis with people affected and offer
them our counselling services. Those affected include not
only the victims of crime but also witnesses and relatives,
and we support them with information and advice. Gay men
and male bisexuals are free to come and talk to us even if
there’s no triggering event.
In recent years, we’ve invited people to take part in regular
open discussion rounds on various focus topics with police
and public prosecution representatives available to answer
questions. These rounds have included information events
on handling aggression in public, which was led by a trained
police officer. We have given ‘safe place’ sessions for groups
and since 2015 we have been developing and offering a self-assertiveness and self-defence training course with a professional provider.

Berlin, 2012 – Educational work in a Berlin school. Pupils learn about prejudice-motivated
homophobic abuse using display boards that document stories of abuse and the injury
caused to people as a result.

Developing self-awareness and action competence
How do you react to violence or the threat of it? There’s definitely no single solution and therefore no behaviour that you can
learn that would work in every situation, as crime situations
are always very different. In addition, each person has different
competences and skills, both mental and physical, that make
people act very differently. That said, there is scope for a large
variety of gay man and male bisexuals to remove themselves
from dangerous and risky situations or to defend themselves
appropriately. The critical factor is the action competences a
person has to handle these kinds of situations.
Many gay and male bisexuals have already developed a repertoire of behaviours (dispositions), whether consciously or unconsciously, to evade homophobic hostilities or abuse (avoidance strategies). One of the most common behavioural strategies
among gay men and male bisexuals is to avoid standing out
in public and their social environment, to adapt their behaviour to meet stereotypical heterosexual roles and to bow to
normative pressure. This kind of behaviour reflects fear and
insecurity rather than self-confidence. Some people succeed
in this game of ‘public hide-and-seek’ while others can’t and
don’t want to hide their sexual orientation and identity. There is
also the fact that not everyone has distinct self-confidence and
action competences that enable them to react appropriately in
precarious situations. ‘Fight or Flight?’ is the key question in
dangerous situations – and whoever wants to respond correctly needs observational skills, the ability to assess situations
correctly and trust in one’s own physical skills.
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MANEO supports one-to-one work with people in order to boost their self-confidence
and expand their coping skills. MANEO does this in different ways.

Promotion of personal empowerment
services with LGBT* people:
Open discussion rounds that support the transfer of
information and serve education and training purposes;
Target group-specific self-assertion and self-defence
training courses;
One-to-one discussions for information, support and
empowerment purposes;
Support in language and cultural mediation.

MANEO also offers mobile consultation hours in refugee accommodation facilities and institutions in
order to reach LGBT* people and support them in Berlin. Pictured here is a visit to a Berlin City Mission
community accommodation facility in Berlin-Spandau, accompanied by the psychologist André Bulhoes.

Berlin, 5/5/2015 – Pupils in year 9 at Barnim Gymnasium in Berlin welcomed their fellow pupils
with home-baked Kiss Kiss Berlin – Rainbow Cakes and fresh fruit and vegetables during the
morning break.

If people do experience a danger situation then the
way they deal with the experience and the strategies
they have developed to overcome it are important. Is
there predominantly self-doubt about the way they
behaved or do they feel that they handled the situation correctly? Are they more annoyed with themselves
or more angry towards the perpetrator? Can they talk
to friends and relatives about their experience or are
they keeping it to themselves?
Discussion and training services for victims
MANEO develops discussion and training services
for victims and interested parties who want to look
at dangerous and risky situations and expand their
repertoire of action competences. The aim is to use
discussions and training to foster individual characteristics in such a way that these lead to self-confidence, self-awareness and self-assertiveness.

Berlin, 25-26/2/2017 – A self-assertion and self-defence course, a collaboration between
MANEO and the BaKum self-defence institute, takes place for the first time. Pictured are the
trainer Udo Kumpe (left) with two participants involved in a practical exercise.

MANEO also offers training sessions (from external
providers) on self-assertion and self-defence for gay
men, male bisexuals and queers.
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Berlin, 25-26/2/2017 – A self-assertion and self-defence course, a collaboration between MANEO
and the BaKum self-defence institute, takes place for the first time. Discussion forms part of the
course, as behavioural change starts in the mind.

Co-operation
with L-Support
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Berlin, 17/5/2016 – Founding of the new L-Support association that offers victim support
and violence-prevention outreach work in Berlin, based on the MANEO model.

5. Co-operation with L-Support
In 2014, lesbian women came together and agreed
to develop L-Support, an anti-violence project, based on the MANEO model, to provide additional
services for lesbian women, female bisexuals and
queer women in Berlin
The project is intended to link together victim support work, the recording of violent crimes, violence
prevention work and thereby also violence prevention outreach work. MANEO has been co-operating with the lesbian activists since the start and
MANEO and L-Support have appeared together at
numerous events. After all, despite all the diversity
in the subjection to violence and therefore in the
target group-specific violence prevention work for
gay men and lesbian women, it ultimately comes
down to a mutual alliance of all sexual minorities
to protect themselves against violence together.

Berlin, 16/7/2016 – L-Support and MANEO together at the Lesbian and
Gay City Festival sharing information with people about their work.
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